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Roller Girl 
By: Victoria Jamieson 

 

1. How did Nicole make Astrid feel better at the skating rink? 

Nicole gave Astrid a pair of rainbow socks. 

 

2. During the first days of camp, how did Astrid get home? 

Astrid walked home by herself. 

 

3. How did Astrid’s mom discover Nicole was NOT in roller derby camp? 

She talked to Nicole’s mom at the grocery store. 

 

4. What does Astrid think will make her tougher and stronger? 

Dyeing her hair. 

 

5. How does the book end? 

Astrid and her mom joined Zoey’s family for dinner. 

 

6. What punishment did Nicole receive for lying to Astrid’s mom? 

Nicole was grounded. 

 

7. Who helped Astrid pass out flyers at Oaks Park? 

Zoey 

 

8. What was Astrid’s secret plan to support Zoey? 

Astrid made Hugh Jackman masks for the crowd to wear. 

 

9. What is Zoey’s nickname at school? 

Drama girl 

 

10. At Oaks Park, what advice did Rachel give Nicole? 

Rachel told Nicole to stop talking to Astrid cold turkey. 

 

11. How does Astrid sign her note to Rainbow Bite? 

A Rose Dud 

 

12. Who does Astrid imagine she is hitting when practicing Warface? 

Rachel 

 

13. What is NOT an illegal move that will send you to the penalty box in roller derby? 

A hip check 
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14. Why was Astrid worried when she saw Nicole when clothes shopping with her mom? 

Astrid worried that Nicole would tell her mom that Nicole was not at roller derby camp. 

 

15. Where does Nicole go to camp during summer? 

Nicole goes to dance camp with Rachel. 

 

16. Where are some of the places Mrs. V takes Astrid for cultural enlightenment? 

The opera and poetry reading 

 

17. How did Astrid and Nicole become best friends? 

In first grade, Nicole told Astrid that she did not have rabies. 

 

18. Why did Zoey stop talking to Astrid? 

Zoey felt Astrid was jealous that Zoey was Jammer. 

 

19. What position does Astrid want to play in the match against Seattle? 

Jammer 

 

20. What phrase does Rainbow Bite tell Astrid to repeat? 

Tougher, Stronger, Fearless! 

 

21. Who does Astrid tell her mother is also signed up for roller derby camp? 

Nicole 

 

22. How does a Jammer score points in Roller Derby? 

The Jammer scores 1 point for every blocker on the opposite team that is passed. 

 

23. What nicknames did Astrid and Zoey pick for themselves? 

Asteroid and Slay Miserables 

 

24. Why does Zoey give Astrid a sticker of Hugh Jackman? 

To apologize for knocking Astrid into the bleachers on the first day. 

 

25. What are some ways to fall in roller derby? 

Two-knee fall, one-knee fall, or fall small. 


